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Adam & Eve they looked for sensations, young
notoriuos, 
Let love gone crazy
Found themselves drift in the dangerous zone
Like a priest and priestess in the pleasuredome

Adam was commonly known as a hunk, 
But he transformed into this hardcore junkie
Eve was so pleasant in the centerfold.
Now she is counting the holes in her soul

Adam was handsome but somewhat bizarre, 
He looked at himslef like some kind of pornstar
Eve was confused, but did she shine on, boy! 
She made him fly high until the urge was gone

Adam would feed his internal debate
The dividing line between "make love" and "rape"
Eve would claim her rights to say NO! 
But she was dresses like a hooker, reading "go-go-
Go!"

Adam would hope for a talk with GOD
With his halfeaten apple, waiting for the flood
Eve would admit that they were all but innocent
And did apologize if GOD was offended

We're all connected thru the blood, just different
Images and different Gods
The primal goal is to stay alive, to bread and live, 
Thru love we cry
How come you burdon us with shame. We're so
isolated, 
In so much pain
Madonna, mother, slave or whore, the judgement
angel is
At your door
A dark and distant ancient dream, a dream named "A
Love
Supreme"
And when I look into your face... I see the devil on a
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Racehorse?

Adam & Eve couldn't live apart
Their love was moulded on a distant star
Adam & Eve couldn't live together
Or clutching at straws from a single bed

Nursing the ultimate entertainment
Days in your presence were wisely spent
See Adams & Eves how they intertwine
Minute(minute) by minute(minute), until the end of
Time!
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